
SWT CULTURE

Vision

• To be the global leader in water and wastewater 
products and solutions, embracing the concepts 
of technology and partnership with our clients 
and suppliers.

Core Values

Corporate Values

• Protecting the environment

• Treating our customers as partners is 
our top priority

• Customer needs will drive our 
innovation and solutions

• Commitment to quality and value for 
our customers

• Investing in our people and ensuring a 
safe workplace

• Corporate commitment to ethical 
standards

Mission

• We are committed to providing high quality 
engineered solutions and superior technical 
services to the global water community.

Our philosophy about 

People and Business
SafBon Group General Principles & 

Code of Conducts 



A guide to 
corporate behavior, 

values and ethics.

Code of Conduct
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This Code of Conduct defines the principles 

and requirements of the SafBon Group 

including all subsidiaries around the world 

regarding their responsibility for corporate 

behavior, the people and the environment.

Introduction
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SafBon’s management is focused on driving a

profitable business while building leaders who

are honest, transparent and exhibit integrity.

Each manager is responsible for his/her team of employees. The manager must gain

their respect by exemplary personal behavior, performance, openness and social

competence.

Managers place trust in their employees and define clear, ambitious and realistic

goals, while allowing personal responsibility and freedom.

To support this effort, SafBon’s management guidelines have been introduced to the

personnel regarding the following topics: sales with results-oriented, technology-

driven implementation, transparency, responsibility, recognition, promotion, acting in

accordance with the company’s goals, communication, conflict management,

consistency and cooperation, among others.

Management Culture
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Corporate Values

Close to Customers and Close to Markets
We pursue customer satisfaction. We stay close to our customers and our markets

by listening our key stakeholders. Through understanding the customer and market

position, we can address their technical, economic, and environmental needs by

offering custom-made, innovative solutions.

We work continuously to develop customers’ oriented strategies to meet/ exceed their

expectations.

Excellence 
At Safbon, we embrace excellence in everything we do. We are committed to

recruiting the right talented people and developing them to become high-achievers,

offerings our clients innovated solution, and delivering excellent results and high-

performance.

Respect and Social Acceptance
Respect for our diverse team of people and their contributions, corporate activities

and organizations’ reporting structures is a prerequisite for our long-term and

sustainable business success. Each employee should respect each other and the

people they interact with for their individual knowledge, skills and experiences and

overall as a person. Each employee should demonstrate integrity and act with

professionalism across all our business practices.

Innovation
We are always in search of innovative ways to solve challenges. Through working

with our diverse team and embracing change, we place research and continuous

improvement at the center of our strategy to create better solutions. We offer

technical training seminars to our employees, encourage cross-department

collaborations and heavily invest in our R&D center to create products that are

flexible, cost-efficient and capable of solving tomorrow’s problems.

Sustainability
We are guided by the principles of sustainability. We are aware of the scarcity of

resources and our responsibility to future generations; therefore, we ensure that our

products and manufacturing processes meet the conditions for sustainable

development in terms of the three main pillars: environmental, economic, and social.
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People at SafBon

Health and Safety of Employees
At SafBon, we prioritize the health and safety of our employees. Work related risks are

being assessed and controlled in the best way possible, as well as preventive actions

are taken to prevent accidents and occupational health issues.

We offer training to ensure that all employees have the knowledge concerning their

workplace occupational safety and health topics. A safety management system is

applied. Also we have responsibility towards society and we pursue them actively

whenever is possible and applicable.

Individual Dignity
We are part of society and promote its development as best we can. We respect

personal dignity, privacy and the personal rights of every individual. In our global

activities, we will not tolerate unacceptable treatment of employees, including sexual

harassment, discrimination, etc. This applies to both internal and conduct towards

external partners. Commitment to this principle is in the culture of our company.

At SafBon, no one is employed against their will or forced to work. We ensure a fair

wage and guarantee the statutory applicable minimum wage as well as we fully comply

with the applicable minor /child labor regulations.

Development of Employee
The success of the SafBon group is based on the knowledge, experience and

commitment of each employee. At SafBon group, we invests in the qualifications and

competence of our diverse team. Engagement and performance are particularly

encouraged and career advancement is based on meritocracy system. Thus, we

safeguard the future viability of the SafBon group.

Fairness, Tolerance and Equal Opportunities
Our appreciation is the same for all employees – regardless of nationality, race, culture,

religion, ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation, political belief and age. As a globally

active company we treat our employees fairly and openly as well as with understanding

and tolerance. The company expects its employees to extend factually-oriented,

friendly and fair dealing with colleagues, employees and third parties.

Social Acceptance
Social acceptance of our diverse activities is a prerequisite for our long-term and

sustainable business success. We are aware that our reputation is characterized by the

appearance, actions and behavior of each individual in our group. Each employee shall

respect the reputation of the SafBon Group in society and in the fulfillment of its duties

to this principle.
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Behavior & Ethics 

Integrity for Fair Competition
At SafBon, we consider that a fair and competitive environment allows participants to

develop freely; therefore, integrity is very important to us.

Domestic and international rules regulate how we conduct our business and sell our

products and services; therefore, the relevant regulations are binding for SafBon.

All employees are required to respect and comply with the rules of fair competition

Compliance with Laws
Compliance with applicable laws is practiced by our company. Each employee has the

obligation to act within the requirements of applicable laws, whether local, national or

global.

Giving and receiving Business courtesies
(gift / hospitality/ benefit) 

In the competition for orders we base our success on quality and value of our products

and services, competitive prices and excellent service to our customers. We support

national and international efforts to not affect competition by means of bribery or

extortion.

SafBon employees are not allowed to provide business courtesies of any kind to public

officials or to individuals of other organizations or companies with the intent to obtain

contracts or other advantages.

Business courtesies to a certain extent, as acceptable by general business practices,

are to be handled in accordance with the applicable law and internal guidelines. In any

case, these must be handled in a way that the recipient does not have to conceal their

receipt, does not lead to a dependency, and the applicable rules should always be

observed.

Business courtesies from business partners should be based on generally accepted

business practices. However, their acceptance may lead to conflicts of interest and

may jeopardize our company’s reputation, so internal guidelines must be followed.

Acceptance of some gifts of nominal value is permitted. Beyond this, any gifts and/or

other benefits offered to employees and related parties should be rejected on principle.

In case of unacceptable business courtesies, employees are obliged to inform their

manager about such offers of gifts or amenities made to them.

No employee may use his/her position or function in the company for personal benefits

by soliciting, demanding, or promoting any business courtesies.

Our success is based on highly qualified and motivated employees.
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Behavior & Ethics 

Data, Privacy, Confidentiality & Protection of Third Parties’ Rights
Personal data may only be collected, processed or used by the SafBon Group if

necessary for a specified, explicit and legitimate purposes. Regarding data quality and

protection against unauthorized access, a high standard has to be ensured.

The use of data must be transparent to the affected individuals. The individual’s rights

to access and modify/correct it as well as to object, block or delete it must be respected.

Patents, inventions and other know-how are of a particular importance for the success

and the future of the Safbon group. Therefore, no employee shall pass on new findings

or trade secrets in any form; official documents and data transfer must be protected

against unauthorized access. Every employee must respect valid intellectual property

rights of third parties; their unauthorized use is not allowed. No employee may gain

unauthorized use or secrets from a third party any. In particular, employees may not

conduct any conversation with competitors in which prices or capacities are discussed.

Arrangements with competitors regarding non-competition agreements, fake bids in

tenders or division of clients, areas or product programs are not allowed as well as

intellectual Property shall not be provided to competitors.

Public Appearances
SafBon generally advocates employee engagement in public functions at local or

regional level. If the engagement is in connection with Safbon’s activities, the approval

by employee’s supervisor is required in advance. Employees shall ensure that their

public appearance does not harm the reputation of SafBon. When expressing personal

opinions, relation to their role or activity in the company should be avoided.

In general, for any employee’s public engagement and their involvement at the

workplace, Safbon group recognizes the principle of freedom of speech and

expression, within boundaries of the applicable laws.

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest 
It is very important to SafBon that their employees do not become subjected to interest

or loyalty conflicts with their duties. Such conflicts can occur when an employee

becomes active within or is shareholder in another company. Therefore, operating a

business, being a main shareholder (directly or indirectly), or having the control of a

company, which is either fully or partially engaged in a competitive business to any of

the SafBon group companies is not tolerated.

This does not include investments that may have no effect on their activity at Safbon.

The disclose of these secondary activities / side jobs to the appropriate management is

required.
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Behavior & Ethics

Breaches and Sanctions 
Violations to this Code of Conduct may lead to consequences for the working

relationship and its constituents, as well as to claims for compensation.

In addition, each employee is personally liable for other civil and criminal penalties

under the applicable law.

Any employee that observes a violation of this Code of Conduct, he/she is

responsibility to report it immediately.

Information and Questions
Every employee is informed of this Code of Conduct and can access it at any time.

It is the responsibility of all SafBon Group’s Managers to ensure that their assigned

employees are aware of this Code of Conduct.

When in doubt about the appropriateness of any business action or proper behavior,

contact your manager, human resources manager or the company compliance officer

for guidance.

Supply Chain
To the extent possible and applicable, we encourage our suppliers and business

partners to be compliant with our Code of Conduct.

When selecting suppliers and in dealing with suppliers we pay close attention to

ensure compliance with the principles of non-discrimination, child labor prohibition, and

other ethical behaviors.

Company Reporting
All records and reports that are produced internally and/or made available externally

must be accurate and truthful. Data and other records must always be complete,

correct and timely and in an appropriate system.

Donations
As a corporate citizen, SafBon Group makes monetary and/or non-monetary donations

for education and science, art and culture, social affairs and sports. The allocation of

donations must always be transparent. The recipient of the donation and the actual use

must be known and be traceable. We must be able at any time to be publicly

accountable for such.
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